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February 17th, 2019 

Scripture: 

Job 9: 1-8 

John 6: 16-24 

 

“Signs and Wonders: Sign #5.” 

 

Today as we continue on with the 7 signs in John’s Gospel we come to sign 

#5 ---- the storm at the Sea of Galilee --- and Jesus walking on the water. 

 

And as we see in our passage today Jesus is the Lord of Sea and Sky ---- we 

just sang these words together --- and as we also know and will also soon 

sing together ------- Jesus is also Lord of all power. 

 

Jesus has turned water into wine --- sign 1---- He has healed signs 2 and 3 --- 

the son of a royal official --- a man ill for 38 years ----- and He has fed 

thousands of people sign # 4 --- and now here today --- He is controlling 

natural phenomena --- storms --- wind --- waves --- walking on water --- and 

ultimately He brings His followers safely to the other side of the storm and 

the sea ----- in an instant.  

 

We are beginning to see that there isn’t anything that Jesus can’t change -----

--- drinking water into fine wine 

--- sick bodies into healthy bodies 

----- limited resources into abundant resources 

---- and now we see that He can even control the weather --- physics ----- 

walking on water ---- and He can even control the time it takes to travel  

certain distances. 

 

We are beginning to see that there really isn’t much Jesus cannot change and 

control. 

 

Indeed as we’ll see later --- in a few weeks sign #7 --- with the raising of 

Lazarus ------ and then ultimately of course at the cross and empty tomb ---- 

not even death is beyond the control of Jesus. 

 

But we’re not there yet --- for today we have the winds and the sea --- 

natural phenomena ------ and of course so much more --- because this 

passage isn’t just about a miracle it is ultimately about a sign --- and signs 

always point to something else. 
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At first glance it looks like Jesus is simply controlling the wind and the 

waves --- the storm --- but in truth it’s much more than just this. 

 

As we’ve journeyed through the 7 signs in John’s gospel one of our 

companions has been Jean Vanier --- I’ve included passages and quotes from 

Vanier off and on over the last number of weeks --- once again today Vanier 

offers some helpful words. 

 

He writes --- on John 6: 16-24. 

 

“Crossing the lake is a passage of faith, 

 a passage of faith we all have to make. 

It takes place between the glorious picnic where Jesus is present 

and the revelation in Capernaum of Jesus as a vulnerable friend 

who will feed them with his presence. 

 

Jesus calls his disciples to move from a faith 

based on a very visible miracle 

that fulfilled their physical needs 

to a faith that is total trust in him and in his words, 

words than can appear foolish, absurd, impossible, even scandalous. 

 

This can be a difficult passage for us all, like an inner storm. 

It can represent the passage from childhood, 

where we feel secure with our parents, 

to adulthood, 

where we become responsible for our lives. 

 

Jesus leads these men from the excitement 

and enthusiasm of discipleship 

to a mutuality of love and friendship that is more hidden and humble. 

 

The disciples, who were confused and upset in the boat, 

are telling us something about ourselves. 

How easily they seem to have forgotten the blessedness 

of the picnic with Jesus! 

 

How easily we forget! 
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We can live blessed moments of the presence of God in prayer 

or through and encounter with someone 

where we sense God’s presence. 

Then something happens 

and we are plunged into the depths of sadness and despair. 

We forget the moment of blessedness. 

Doubt, anger and anguish surge up within us. 

We have short memories! 

 

I hear this from married couples --- and this applies to all of us really --- 

married --- single whatever ----- 

 

I hear this from married couples: 

they can live moments of incredible blessedness, 

and then a conflict arises   

and all the blessedness seems to evaporate 

and become a sort of illusion. 

They do not realize that the blessedness was to give them strength 

in order to deepen their faith and trust in each other 

and thus to help them go through more difficult passages of trust 

that would come. 

 

So this crossing of the lake was a physical reality, 

but it also symbolizes our growth in faith, our passages of faith. 

 

We all have to go through times of confusion and doubt. 

This is all part of the journey of faith. 

It is not an easy journey since we have to die to ourselves, 

die to the desire to control situations, to control the Spirit of God, 

to control Jesus 

in order to abandon ourselves to the Spirit of Jesus leading us.” 

 

I’m not sure I’ve ever read a better summary of a passage from scripture 

than this one --- it’s beautiful --- and poignant --- and faithfully true in every 

way. 

 

We’ll come back to it --- finish with it today even. 

 

Vanier reminds us that just as the disciples were on a journey --- facing 

challenges ---- filled with confusion and doubt --- so our lives are a journey -
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-- full of challenges --- sometimes marked by confusion and doubt --- and 

just as the disciples had to die to self and trust Jesus so too do we have to die 

to self and give over to Christ. 

 

And as Vanier notes ----- we are so fickle ---- as he said --- “we have short 

memories --- we so soon forget”. 

 

When things are good we love God ---- it’s awesome --- life is grand ---- 

“I’m getting what I want in life --- things are going my way hooray!” ---- 

and then when we face challenges ----  

---- and oops ---- we suddenly forget God’s goodness --- and we’re confused 

and doubtful ---- suddenly we’re uncertain and fearful ---- it is in these times 

that we grow ---- and learn to trust --- it is in these times that Jesus is often 

closest to us ---- walking beside us in the storms of our lives --- just waiting 

for us to invite Him into our situation --- pointing us in the direction of 

something greater and grander and more beautiful. 

 

As we’ve moved through the signs in John’s Gospel the past month or so --- 

we’ve talked about how John never speaks of miracles --- only signs. 

 

Never miracles only signs. 

 

And how like all signs --- the signs in John’s gospel always point to 

something else --- and are of little importance unto themselves. 

 

Like road signs --- signs in the Bible are less about the event in and of itself -

-- and more about the fact that they point to something about the nature and 

reality of God. 

 

And so John calls them signs for a very good reason --- because he wants us 

to look beyond just the miraculous event --- and see into the heart of God. 

 

The calming of the sea is less about the events of waves and wind settling 

down ----- as we see in the Mark and Matthew’s accounts of this event ---- 

and it has less to do with the disciples being magically whisked off to the 

other side as John emphasizes today ----- these are the miracles in the 

account ------ but what about the sign that the miracles point to? 
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The calming of the winds and the waves --- and the whisking away are signs 

---- signs that point to God’s benevolent nature and compassionate care for 

us. 

 

Jesus doesn’t calm the winds and waves to just impress the disciples --- He 

is also teaching them something. 

 

He’s teaching them to trust. 

 

And He’s reminding them that amidst their inner storm --- that amidst their 

growing up in faith by facing challenges and discomfort  --- amidst the 

sadness ------ despair ---- anger --- doubt ----- discomfort of life. 

 

Insert whatever it is that you are challenged by right now in your life --- 

anxiousness --- anger --- fear ---- doubt ---- take a minute to assess what you 

are challenged with right now in your life. 

 

Amidst whatever it is we are feeling and being challenged to grow with --- 

Jesus comes along side of us and takes us clear to the other side. 

 

But ----- and this is the key part --- but Jesus only takes us through to the 

other side if we let Him in. 

 

We must first let Jesus is ----- into our hurt --- into our anger ---- into our 

despair ---- into anxiousness ---- into whatever it is that you just identified in 

your self as a challenge ---- you know what you’re feeling ---- you just may 

not know why ---- and you may not know how to get through it. 

 

If we let Jesus in ---- the storm begins to settle --- and the way forward 

opens up. 

 

Listen to our passage for today again ---- picking it up at verse 18 --- 

“A strong wind was blowing and the waters grew rough. When they had 

rowed about three or four miles, they saw Jesus approaching the boat, 

walking on the water; and they were frightened. But he said to them, “It is I; 

don’t be afraid.” Then they were willing to take him into the boat, and 

immediately the boat reached the shore where they were heading.” 

 

In 3 short little verses everything changes --- verses 19-21 again ----- 
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“A strong wind was blowing and the waters grew rough. When they had 

rowed about three or four miles, they saw Jesus approaching the boat, 

walking on the water; and they were frightened. But he said to them, “It is I; 

don’t be afraid.” Then they were willing to take him into the boat, and 

immediately the boat reached the shore where they were heading.” 

 

A wind gathers --- the waters are rough ---- they are afraid ---- Jesus speaks -

-- they take Him in --- and then --- “immediately the boat reached the shore 

where they were heading.” 

 

Verse 21 is crucial --- 

“Then they were willing to take him into the boat, and immediately the boat 

reached the shore where they were heading.” 

 

It is only once they are willing to take Jesus in --- invite Him into their 

misery and challenge --- fear and doubt ----- that they are rescued --- and 

taken to the other side. 

 

If we try to sort out our challenges by ourselves ---- we’re destined for 

failure --- we will never ---- we can never reach ----- “the other side” ----- on 

our own --- for this we need Jesus. 

 

The disciples in the boat could not have saved themselves --- or allied their 

fears on their own ---- it is only once they welcome Jesus is that things 

settled own ----- their fears subside ---- and they reached the other side. 

 

Jesus doesn’t remove the storms in our lives ---- He comes to meet us amidst 

them --- and it isn’t until we welcome Him in that things begin to change --- 

and we move beyond our immediate conditions. 

 

He ---- Jesus ------ will stand right beside us for hours --- for days --- for 

years --- for decades even ---- as we flounder about like fools --- think of the 

man ill for 38 years from last week ---- think of the Israelites wandering in 

the desert for 40 years --- Jesus will stand beside us for years and years and 

years and years --- waiting for us to be ready to welcome Him in. 

 

He will never force Himself on us --- but once we welcome Him in things 

change --- and we move beyond our immediate circumstances. 
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“Then they were willing to take him into the boat, and immediately the boat 

reached the shore where they were heading.” 

 

Once we welcome Him in ---- we suddenly find we have reached the other 

side. 

 

“Then they were willing to take him into the boat, and immediately the boat 

reached the shore where they were heading.” 

 

That’s pretty blunt --- they welcome Him in and they reach their destination. 

 

If you’re looking to move ahead in your life --- if you’re looking for change 

in your life --- if you want things to improve in your life --- let Him --- Jesus 

in --- otherwise you may never get to the other side of whatever it is you’re 

struggling with. 

 

Are we --- are you --- today --- here now --- at this moment in your life ----- 

truly willing to welcome Jesus into your situation? 

 

Before you answer this ---- remember He will challenge you. 

 

Jesus never came along side anyone and said --- “Hey you’re doing a great 

job --- don’t change a thing just keep doing what you’re doing.” 

 

He never once told anyone ever to keep doing what they were doing --- He 

always --- always ---- always ---- invited people into change ------- profound 

change --- change of heart --- change of health --- change of address --- 

change of conviction --- change of practice --- change of perspective ----- 

with Jesus it’s change change change ---- always always always. 

 

If we truly welcome Jesus into our life circumstances He will take us into 

treacherous passages of faith --- wild storms at sea --- and He will also take 

us out through the other side as well. 

 

It won’t all be smooth sailing ---- we will be afraid --- we will doubt --- we 

will question --- we will become anxious --- angry perhaps even. 
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Anyway we look at it ------ getting into the Jesus boat ---- inviting Jesus into 

our boat ------ will cause massive changes in our life. 

 

The waters for sure will not always be smooth and delightful --- our passage 

today drives this point home ---- but amidst the stormy waters ----- Jesus 

comes along side of us --- and if we welcome Him in ---- we get to where He 

wants to take us. 

 

“A strong wind was blowing and the waters grew rough. When they had 

rowed about three or four miles, they saw Jesus approaching the boat, 

walking on the water; and they were frightened. But he said to them, “It is I; 

don’t be afraid.” Then they were willing to take him into the boat, and 

immediately the boat reached the shore where they were heading.” 

 

Our faith is a wonderful --- joy filled ---- heaven soaked journey. 

 

A journey full of blessedness --- marked by beauty --- goodness and truth --- 

and also filled with its share of head aches. 

 

Our journey ends with salvation --- redemption --- reconciliation ---- 

atonement --- you can’t get a better ending than what’s in store for us as 

people of Jesus Christ. 

 

But ---- not before --- challenges --- winds at sea--- stormy patches. 

 

Stormy patches that in truth ----- are so turbulent at times that they terrify us 

--- and disorient us. 

 

Confuse us. 

 

Cause anger --- frustration --- resentment --- fear --- doubt --- and so much 

more ----- we are human after all. 

 

But the moment we decide to let Jesus in ---- and stop just talking and act --- 

things change. 

 

“A strong wind was blowing and the waters grew rough. When they had 

rowed about three or four miles, they saw Jesus approaching the boat, 

walking on the water; and they were frightened. But he said to them, “It is I; 
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don’t be afraid.” Then they were willing to take him into the boat, and 

immediately the boat reached the shore where they were heading.” 

 

That last part is crucial -----  

“Then they were willing to take him into the boat, and immediately the boat 

reached the shore where they were heading.” 

 

Everything changes once they invite Jesus in. 

 

Let’s listen again to Vanier on John 6 ------ verse 16-24 --- because it is a 

most beautiful summary of this passage ----  

 

Sometimes when another brother (or sister) captures it all --- we do well to 

simply listen --- Jean Vanier on John 6 verse 16-24 --- 

 

“Crossing the lake is a passage of faith, 

 a passage of faith we all have to make. 

It takes place between the glorious picnic where Jesus is present, 

and the revelation in Capernaum of Jesus as a vulnerable friend 

who will feed them with his presence. 

 

Jesus calls his disciples to move from a faith 

based on a very visible miracle 

that fulfilled their physical needs 

to a faith that is total trust in him and in his words, 

words than can appear foolish, absurd, impossible, even scandalous. 

 

This can be a difficult passage for us all, like an inner storm. 

It can represent the passage from childhood, 

where we feel secure with our parents, 

to adulthood, 

where we become responsible for our lives. 

 

Jesus leads these men from the excitement 

and enthusiasm of discipleship 

to a mutuality of love and friendship that is more hidden and humble. 

 

The disciples, who were confused and upset in the boat, 

are telling us something about ourselves. 
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How easily they seem to have forgotten the blessedness 

of the picnic with Jesus! 

 

How easily we forget! 

 

We can live blessed moments of the presence of God in prayer 

or through and encounter with someone 

where we sense God’s presence. 

Then something happens 

and we are plunged into the depths of sadness and despair. 

We forget the moment of blessedness. 

Doubt, anger and anguish surge up within us. 

We have short memories! 

 

We live moments of incredible blessedness, 

and then a conflict arises   

and all the blessedness seems to evaporate 

and become a sort of illusion. 

 

We do not realize that the blessedness was to give us strength 

in order to deepen our faith and trust 

to help us go through more difficult passages of trust 

that would come. 

 

So this crossing of the lake was a physical reality, 

but it also symbolizes our growth in faith, our passages of faith. 

 

We all have to go through times of confusion and doubt. 

This is all part of the journey of faith. 

It is not an easy journey since we have to die to ourselves, 

die to the desire to control situations, to control the Spirit of God, 

to control Jesus 

in order to abandon ourselves to the Spirit of Jesus leading us.” 

 

Vanier is right --- how easily we forget the blessedness the minute we are 

faced with a little challenge in our lives. 

 

Vanier is right ---- How easily we forget. 

 

Vanier is right ----  
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we live moments of incredible blessedness, 

and then a conflict arises   

and all the blessedness seems to evaporate. 

We are far too fickle and anxious much of the time. 

 

And Vanier is right ----  

this crossing of the lake is a physical reality, 

but it also symbolizes our growth in faith, our passages of faith. 

 

And Vanier is right ---- 

We all have to go through times of confusion and doubt. 

This is all part of the journey of faith. 

It is not an easy journey since we have to die to ourselves, 

die to the desire to control situations, to control the Spirit of God, 

to control Jesus…” 

 

And Vanier is right not because he’s particularly brilliant ---- Vanier is right 

because he is faithful to the Gospel message ---- and is willing to see his 

own personal frailties as pointed out in the gospel rather than only seeking 

cheap grace ---- grace that we feel we deserve without also willingness to 

own up to our shortcomings and without also being prepared to change 

ourselves. 

 

Part of what this passage reminds us is that we have to die to self --- we have 

work to do ------ we have to let go of always trying to control situations. 

 

The disciples cannot control the waves ----- they have to ride them --- at 

least until Jesus arrives they do. 

 

“Then they were willing to take him into the boat, and immediately the boat 

reached the shore where they were heading.” 

 

It is only once we stop trying to find a solution and realize that we are 

broken and lost --- at the mercy of the waves ---- at the mercy of Christ ------

----- that things begin to change in our lives. 

 

We are to trust God infinitely and indefinitely ----- forever and always --- 

not just in the good times. 

 

An ----- “Everything is great God is here.” ------- faith --- is no faith at all. 
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And an --- “Everything isn’t great so God mustn’t be here faith.” --- is no 

faith at all either. 

 

It’s ---- “I trust in God regardless of the circumstances.” --- kind of faith that 

is real and true and biblical. 

 

It cost of us to trust in God --- it asks of us to trust in God. 

 

It can be hard work to trust in God when the winds rage and the waves crash 

--- and the destination is somewhere beyond ----- and we can’t see it. 

 

But them more than any other time ----- that is when we are called to step up 

and trust. 

 

Anyone can trust when all is well --- that’s not trust in any real sense. 

 

Our job is to trust regardless of the circumstances. 

 

Further our job is to trust when the circumstances stink. 

 

Our job is to welcome Him into the boat ---- really welcome Him into the 

boat --- not just say a few words of welcome but truly welcome Him into the 

boat and let Him run the show. 

 

Our job is to glorify Him. 

 

Our job isn’t to panic. 

 

Our job isn’t to get all wrapped up in --- “I want this or I want that” --- or “I 

want to steer the ship this way or that way” ---- or “It should be done this 

way or that way.” 

 

Our job is to stop a minute. 

 

Our job is to glorify Him. 

 

To trust Him ---- to welcome Him in and take control even. 
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Our job is to say ---- “I know I can’t get to where I want to go without you 

Lord --- so take me there ---- there ---- wherever it is that you wish for me --- 

or us to go.” 

 

“Then they were willing to take him into the boat, and immediately the boat 

reached the shore where they were heading.” 

 

If we really want to get somewhere in life ----- in faith --- we have to realize 

that we cannot get there on our own ----- when we come to that place --- 

then and only then ----- can we let Him in to show us the way.  

 

And so may we praise Him. 

 

---- point to Him. 

 

----- rely on Him. 

 

---- submit to Him. 

 

----- and depend on Him. 

 

May we invite Him ----- “Come on in Jesus ----- have your way with us.” 

 

“Take us where you want us to go.” 

 

“Take us to the other side.” 

 

“So this crossing of the lake was a physical reality, 

but it also symbolizes our growth in faith, our passages of faith. 

We all have to go through times of confusion and doubt. 

This is all part of the journey of faith. 

It is not an easy journey since we have to die to ourselves, 

die to the desire to control situations, to control the Spirit of God, 

to control Jesus 

in order to abandon ourselves to the Spirit of Jesus leading us.” 

 

“Then they were willing to take him into the boat, and immediately the boat 

reached the shore where they were heading.” 

 

May we too welcome Him into our boat --- our passage of faith. 
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To God be the glory now and forever. 

 

Amen. 


